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Westinghouse needs engineers 
who understand this generation 
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In the next ten years, demand for electric company. What about West- computers, transportation, medical 

electricity will double. What's West- inghouse, the schoolteacher? In its science, air pollution, oceanography, 

inghouse doing about it? Plenty. first two years, Westinghouse Learn- and more. Is that any way to run an 

We're number one in commercial ing Corporation had over 60 govern- electric company ? 
nuclear power. We're working on —mentand private contracts, including We think so. If you think so, talk 
an advanced breeder reactor. We're training for the Peace Corps, Job with our campus recruiter, or write 

spending $450 million to boost our Corps, and private industry. Luke Noggle, Westinghouse Educa- 

production capacity. Which doesn’t even start to de- tion Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221, 
Okay, that’s Westinghouse, the scribe Westinghouse. We're also in An equal opportunity employer. 

You can be sure . if it’s Westinghouse 3) 
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E e e e i veryone on campus is reading it! 
Shi aang Ne eT RE EERE 

We refer, of course, to our beguiling booklet, ‘‘Careers with Bethlehem Steel 

and the Loop Course.” Gallop over to your placement office 

and pick up a copy. Or write: Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 

Bethlehem, PA 18016. —— 

BETHLEHEM STEEL fe 
An Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program 
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Good ideas 
get off the groune—4~ — 

he vw 

at Boeing ai 
So do careers. At The Boeing The 747 superjet, world’s 

Company, you can be a mem- largest and fastest commercial 

ber of a team that’s famous for jetliner, scheduled to make its 

making good ideas fly. first flight by the end of 1968. 

Such as the Boeing 707, , America’s supersonic trans- 

America’s first jetliner. | oo port, now being developed at 

And the 727, the world’s the company’s Commercial Air- 

most widely used commercial i plane Division. 

jet. \ Other advanced aircraft, mis- 

The 737, the world’s newest, 4 : u sile and space programs of the 

most advanced short-range jet- . ; ; future are in early development 

liner. | _ and on Boeing drawing boards. 

Boeing-Vertol helicopters, in | eer Ff They can help get your career 

use commercially and with the } ‘ez | off to a dynamic start in applied 

U.S. Army, Navy and Marines. ie A 7 research, design, test, manu- 

The National Aeronautics = | facturing, service or facilities 

and Space Administration's 7 o ee a A engineering, or computer 

Apollo/Saturn V moon rocket “iyo "B i technology. 

with its Boeing-built 7.56 , | “—. oe A\ If you qualify, Boeing’s Gra- 

million-pound-thrustfirst stage. rE . “ee - duate Study Program will help 

USN’‘s hydrofoil gunboat [3 | : _ fry you work toward advanced 

Tucumcari, USAF’s Minute- gag i Ae degrees. 

man strategic missile, and e a eT ee See your college placement 

NASA‘s Lunar Orbiter recon- [Ries 3 : a — “<2 (Officer or write directly to: Mr. 

naissance spacecraft. All pro- J - dio . a i T. J. Johnston, The Boeing 

grams which forged significant | Iii pnt iM ; 363) Company, P.O. Box 3707, 

advances in technology. ee ef 8 nay Seattle, Washington 98124. 

Boeing has exciting new : ee 2 «Boeing is an equal opportunity 

projects on the way up, too. pe aed employer. 

BOEMN i 
DIVISIONS: COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE, SPACE, MISSILE & INFORMATION SYSTEMS, VERTOL, AND WICHITA. ALSO, BOEING SCIENTIFIC RECEA’.CH LABORATORIES. 
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You wouldn't expect to find cash register people in constantly coming up with new ideas in photo- 

banks. But we are. Because we're not just cash register chromics. In encapsulation. And in thermal printing. 

eople. With our electronic equipment we can auto- What does this mean for you? Write to William G. 
PEO! ; quip ! y € ; 
mate any bank in the country. And these are total Benner, Coordinator, College Relations, Executive 

computer systems that handle data from teller & Professional Placement, 

window to final report. NCR, Dayton, Ohi045409.A 

Other projects keep us busy, too. Our people are lot of newworlds are waiting. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO, DAYTON 45403 @). 
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willing people: e 

Some willing to work, - 

The rest willing to let them. 
(Robert Frost) | 

/ At Whirlpool, all our engineers are willing and able to 
make their own significant contributions. That’s be- 

cause they take their work seriously. . .. Whether it’s 
assisting in the development of food, water and waste TT 
management systems for NASA or helping housewives | 
get their dishes cleaner. | 

Whirlpool is where innovation is seldom uttered, but | 
always seen .. . where motivation is part of our way 
of life . . . where preparation for the future is daily | 
routine. 

Sign up today and come in to see us... the working | 
is fine. 

Whirl l 1r poo An equal opportunity employer 
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| q | Cordovi, Marcel. Educated Prague, Ann Arbor, Pittsburgh, Brooklyn. 

eg : ae Authority on materials for high temperature, nuclear and corrosive 

llr Cl environments. VIP in market development for International Nickel. 
— i | ca: os gs 

r——B I mind everyone’s business. Say you’re building a condenser for a 
- _ -— power plant. I want to know what metals you're considering. No! 

ol . I don’t think you want to use that one. Our tests show it won’t stand 
- 2 up to those conditions. And experience tells us that the long-term 
oe  s economics aren’t right for you either. Now, how about these? 

_ “T’ve got no tangible product to sell you. Only ideas. Maybe I'll 

_ 0 convince you to use stainless steel. We don’t make it. But I’ve improved 

2... _— the prospects for stainless—and for nickel—by seeding the idea... 

a, ae CC “Ideas have to stay young. So do we if we’re to work with ideas and 
a CU promote them. That’s why I still teach. It’s my contact with the logic 
- | and enthusiasm of youth...so that I keep on asking ‘Why?’ ‘Why?’”’.. 

Se There is only one Marcel Cordovi, but thousands of Inco men all over 
oe * ¥ s. oe the world reflect his attitude: trying to solve today’s problems and 

—.hLUL tomorrow’s needs with nickel. Nickel to make other metals stronger, 
| tougher, more corrosion resistant. Nickel, its contribution is quality. 

a eG 
oe INTERNATIONAL NICKEL 

-  ==—=—s— The International Nickel Company, Inc., New York, N.Y. 
. ji imi i 

rrr The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario 
ee International Nickel Limited, London, England 

0 7 ee ee | o-—lrt~— : 
oo ; . A eo 
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| Cordovi on an inspection tour of a nuclear reactor at Brookhaven National 
_ 2 Photography by Laboratory. He spent 10 years there as a consultant on materials 

4 Bese B tect for various nuclear projects. 
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Because we've tripled our sales in a short decade, 

we have substantial ground-floor opportunities 

to offer you. Right now. And we need you on the 

job. Not in school. So we won’t waste your first 

six months in time-consuming, formal training 

programs. 
During your first year with us, you'll gain 

at least six months more get-ahead experi- 

€ Vr Our ence than you probably would elsewhere. 

Which can mean a lot when you're starting 

a career. 

Ir t Vr Sound good? It is. But there’s a catch. We expect a 

lot from you. But we offer even more. Like encourage- 

ment to explore a variety of projects. Help in broad- 

@ ening your professional with Celanese": move ahead as fast you 

can. And rewards based on perform- 

@ » ance. Not on how old you are or how 

ou a v long you've been with us. 

So, if you think of yourself as com- 

petent, imaginative, flexible, and have 

l mont & a degree in chemistry, chemical or 

mechanical engineering, industrial 

e engineering, market- 

of experience.:""" come help us both Xp or 
We're already pretty big. But not yet stuffy. Dur- 

ing the past ten years, our sales have zoomed 

from $318 million to over $1.1 billion. And that’s 
just the beginning. 

Talk us over with your faculty and placement 

officer. See our representative when he’s on your 

campus. Or write now to: John B. Kuhn, Man- 

ager of University Recruitment, Celanese Cor- 

poration, 522 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. 

an equal opportunity employer ©, 

CELANESE 
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Which discipline will 

When Delco says multi-disciplinarian, they mean it. Just ask Ed Whitaker. 

And the solid professionals who have helped him grow into jobs like 

developing the microcircuits for a fire and overheat detection computer 

for jet aircraft. Twenty-five hundred components in a package 4” x 2” x 4%”. 

From concept to hardware in eight months flat. And then a fast hop to 

Air Force testing. From beginning to final delivery, Ed was a full member 

of the team. The question is... does your job permit you this kind of 

growth? Take a good look at how your career shapes up, compared with 

Ed Whitaker's and his colleagues at Delco. You might even call us collect. 

Or, write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 

Dept. 600, Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 
KOKOMO, INDIANA 

RADIO '\—
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Se a ey 

—— 7 7 oa” Imagination is what it 
“a Ff» © takes to keep Zenith prod- 
Wed, F Cas a ucts the best... to develop 

cos : “oY new products. . . to keep our 
» a company growing and expanding 

Sy in the future as we have in the 
eae ey past. Today career opportunities at 

: ae Zenith Radio Corporation range as wide 

i ei as your imagination and are as varied 

kL. ~y A ! as acolor spectrum. 

' “i i \ 4 At Zenith you'll find a diversity of work areas 

—— from consumer products to electronic medical 

Mii as aids, with plenty of room to put your creative 
: 2 imagination to work. Careers in engineering are 

ell F exciting .. . with a future full of products waiting to 

wil be created. It takes creativity to keep our products the 

. best, and imagination to create new products and new 
ideas. We need individuals with the ability to keep Zenith 

strong and growing. 

We can offer you the kind of career that will challenge your 
imagination and keep it expanding—plus an excellent starting 

salary, one of the finest profit sharing plans in the country and 
tuition reimbursement for advanced study. To learn more about a 

career in engineering-research at Zenith, see your college placement 
office or write to: Jim Faust, Manager of Professional Recruitment, 

Zenith Radio Corporation, 1900 North Austin Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60639. 
...Why Not Join The Best! 

EMMITT 

The quality goes in before the name goes on® 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Road Rallying 

by Al Zwicky 

Sports car road rallying is a sport Twice each year, the University order. Upon closer examination you 
that challenges a person’s driving of Wisconsin student chapter of | see numbers on the windows. 
and navigational ability. It can be the Society of Automotive Engi- People are milling around and some 
enjoyed by almost anyone because neers sponsors a sports car road seem to be inspecting the cars. You 
it requires no special physical skill. rally. One is held in early October see some of the cars parked in a 
It is more a game of intellect. Each and the other in early May of each line facing an exit of the parking 
rally team consists of two people year. These have been held now lot. The first thought that pops into 
— a driver and a navigator —who for the past six years and have be- your head is a race. But wait, they 
must work closely together. Rally- come social events eagerly antici- don’t seem to be in a hurry. They're 
ing as practiced at the University pated by many people in the com- leaving one at a time and are tray- 
of Wisconsin is sponsored by the munity. It seems road rallying has _eling well within the speed limit. 
student chapter of the Society of | become quite a popular recrea- | What then is happening? 
Automotive Engineers. Two rallies tional event in this area and 
are held each year and are very throughout the country. The many __ The TSD Rally 
popular events. The most recent of — sporty American cars now being What you've just been witness- 
these SAE biannual rallies was he!d produced have, no doubt, helped ing is the start of an SAE road 
October 20, 1968. Another is sched- _ bring this about. It is the purpose rally. You are right in assuming it 
uled for May, 1969. of this article to acquaint its read- is not a race and that the cars are 

ers with rallying, the organizing of being inspected. This is all part of 
a rally, the competition involved, a rally. A road rally is a contest 
and to encourage participation in held on public roads, in which the 
future events. Special thanks must contestants attempt to travel an 
be given to Prof. G. L. Borman for unknown distance at a given aver- 
the photographs. age speed. They are given a set of 

instructions, just prior to starting 
What Is a Rally? the rally, which tells them the route 

they are to follow, but in a very 
Your First Rally Experience indirect way. These instructions 

It’s about noon on a Sunday often turn out to be just hints and 
afternoon in early October and clues whose purpose is also to con- 
you're driving along University Bay fuse the rallyists. As if that is not 
Drive. You glance toward lot 60. enough, the contestants must try 
There seems to be an unusually to “stay on time,” that is, to travel 
large number of cars there for a at the given average speed. The 
Sunday. You look again and notice speeds are well within the speed 
that most of them are foreign cars limit and can be easily adhered to 
and sporty American cars. They all if one doesn’t get lost. However, 
seem to be moving in some kind of (continued on next page) 

FEBRUARY, 1969 
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first decide they are off course, then Te ees — 

ure out how much time they have oe ee sid 

lost. se 2 ESS etme coo keen rene ele 

car, a driver and a navigator. Need- _ 2 p ca % _ oe - 

less to say, they have to work to- oe | £ go : 

gether quite closely, which can be  . | : x ~ ae 

straining at times. The route is i. 2 : aN ) . . ae 

usually designed to cover paved » ae ae ¥ ~— on ee 

country roads as much as possible, _ | om Ge : 

thereby avoiding heavily traveled -— 3 < 

highways. Scenie and curvy roads | Cr ! 

make the rally interesting. Every — : 

so often the rallyists come across . 

a “checkpoint.” This is a place _ _ _ 

along the route where the rallyists : s 

are timed in order to find out how Both braking systems (parking and pedal) must work if a car is to compete. 

close they are to the time it would 

have taken them if they had main- for ti . . 7 5 A, . 
tained the given speed. The differ- ir Hine-gpeed apiece. This, of of Gimmick Rallies. In one type, 

ance between tHese'two timeseprox pone, re ers to the basic equation the rallyists try to finish as much 

vides the basis for determining the or determining times and speeds. of the rally as possible. The in- 

contestant’s score. There can be structions usually contain questions 

any number of checkpoints along Speed — Distance Time and the contestants with the most 

the route and the distances be- Gimmick Rallies correct ATSWETS! WAN: Another type 

tween them are called “legs.” All SAF rallies here at the Uni of gimmick rally is the Scavenger 

Now all this may sound quite A eae ae ieee t e ni- Hunt. Here the contestants who 

complicated, and to some extent it se | are rallies because the complete the list in the shortest 

is. However, there are certain 2eseeems to be the most popular mileage win. Still another type is 

specific rules that must be followed kine 7 ae area However, there the Hare and Hounds Rally. Here 

to the letter by both the designer ave a er and many sports the contestants make a guess at 

of the rally, called the rallymaster, cor rs intersperse these pith each intersection as to which way 

and the rallyists, These rules are her > even s for variety. a < to go. If they guess right, they find 

usually handed out prior to the a er per rallies can all be a marker and proceed on, if not 

evant Me dine aie! contestants ean grouped under the broad heading — they must go back and try again. 

study them. Some of the main rules 

for the SAE rallies are as follows: ager genneiee nate 

on antl esplicily told by an 

be used per intersection and t+ ¢ > lL a 2 

each instruction can be used ee —<—_ ee OM 

only once. Ree 5 . Ln 

3. Each instruction has to oh : 2 co i 

take you off the road you are | ane / ine os) — 

on. Eee Pe = 5 oe, oe : 

4. Definitions of terms such sg ie ee 2 al . oS lp z, 

Chanter ser wn, gi Re 

rection, ete are given, en 
5. Dead-end roads and drive- a _ es 

The type of rally described above a 
 .. 

is called a “TSD” rally which stands A driver’s-eye view of the line-up of cars before the start of the rally. 
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Here again the least odometer mile- be going on the rally just for the eee = : sl \e 
age wins. As can be seen, gimmick fun of it and to learn what it’s all ae. “4 ¢ A 
rallies are often based on tricks, about. There are only two things > Re Se 
guesses, and luck, and as such, can that rallyists must try to accom- — . ~~ “s\ 
be of very wide variety. A high _ plish. acon ey el 
degree of navigational skill is not 1. Following the route ty *a 
needed as they are run just for fun. 2. Maintaining certain stated e ey “gah a 

average speeds eas bs 
Why Peopie Rally ; ee 

Most people rally just for the Following the route is by far the . 

fun of it. They like ae se, Set Conte mainly a 
sports car activities, and just plain Ae eee S ; a 
driving. Rallying is driving, but it’s fc “ xe i this does athe ts io - ' " | i 
more than that. It is driving with fy vs aScane calealating fo check La. a 

aide ‘and dilings or eomanstl “ Hie ie an is am any way A county map is essential. 
- con - ; “ we —a at is jus is. Every six 
a be ive! Ent & Sb noe dee minutes you can tell exactly what ; a 
BASy, 21S Drow y BM your odometer should read. Six scenery. Next the checkpoints are 
Car, in finding his way, and in minutes is one-tenth of ati lowe located. This is very important in 
arate. a8 PRO team. Ballons therefore in six minutes you should that these areas must be able to 
takes tees ypople-ie¢ tog Bin & travel a distance ec ual ta onedtenth accommodate many cars with off job for one — and both must work éf eur stated aera re speed. As road parking. They should be 

together. The importance of the an “Tlustration efeane ae aver- visible for as short a distance as 
navigator cannot be overestimated. ace eeed is 30) iiph *Phis Sans possible to the approaching. rally- 
He (she) is responsible for driving =e ‘the eid. ot kx wines ui ists. It is nice if there is plenty of 
in the sense that he (she) tells the odometer ‘should read ‘two. ‘iles. room for the rallyists to leave their 
driver where to turn and whether at the end of twelve minutes, your €a¥S,_ relax, eat lunch, and make 
Aoinpeed age: or elew=aaytl Tes oe odometer should read four ‘miles any necessary “pit stops.” Once the navigator who must calculate, in- aad <6 on. This will give you a checkpoints are determined, the 

terpret He instructions, ae et least an idea of how far along you Toute is completed simply by con- track of the time. The driver's job should be at any time Reiman fan necting the check points in what 
is to watch for landmarks, maintain do this only # you think a can seems to be the most interesting 

the proper Speed. call ai odometer follow the route with no "WoubLE way according to county maps. 
readings, and, of course, watch the After having run a few rallies Si Then the route is driven just to get 
road. The importance of teamwork will find that you can develo 5 ae an overall feel and to eliminate 
also cannot be stressed too much, own method of staying ont foe any objectionable roads or hazards 
nor that of practice. The winning- with much greater accuracy, and not shown on the maps. The in- 
est rally teams are those that have hopefully you will be competitive structions are written and rewritten developed effective techniques with the winners. Of course. the 0M succeeding trips. 

through teamwork and continuous better you do thes more fn ou Then come the route checks. 
effort. There is one other thing. will have ; : » Committee members make several 
eee hin & comes trips checking and rechecking the 

an even disposition, for disputes Organizing the Rally tay Rel thor es until 
will arise between you and your Route Set-up tain no mistakes. Finally, the aver- 
partner over the meaning of an Organizing a rally is a very big age speeds are set to match the 
instruction, Or as the result of a job as there are so many things that type of roads covered, and the 

mistake one of you made. How- must be taken into account. Usually necessary mileages are measured. ever, there is no time for arguments this job is done by a committee. A mileage check approximately ten 
because you will be losing valuable Such a committee is assembled to miles from the start, is given in the 
time. You must concentrate on ve organize the SAE rally. They start instructions so that the rallyists can 
covery and forget about the dis- planning months in advance. The correct their odometers to the one 
agreements in order to be success- first thing they do is assign an ap- _ used _to measure the official mile- 

au, proximate length and time to the ages. This is most important. On 
A Simple Method for rally and, of course, pick the date the morning of the rally, it is run 
Maintaining a Given Speed on which it is to be held. Then the once more for a final check to see 

A team starting out on their first geographical area which the route that signs and other things that 
rally should not attempt any in- will cover is chosen according to apply to instructions have not been 
volved calculations. They should — the variety of the roads and the removed or tampered with. This 
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pm tempt mnneimm 

completes the route set up, but opened only if a person is com- tion of the instruction, plus the 

there is still much to do. pletely lost or more than 30 min- maps for the panic envelopes. The 
utes behind time. It is to be handed rally is then registered with both 

Technical Inspection in at the next checkpoint if un- the University police and the Union 

On the day of the rally an area opened. If opened it means an 1800 _ Activities Committee. Finally the 

of lot 60 is set aside for the techni- point penalty. trophies are ordered and the dash 

cal inspection of the competing plaques, two per car, are designed 

cars. A brake test area is chosen Personnel and ordered. The timing equip- 

and covered with sand in order to The committee must recruit ment, consisting of stop watches, 

test the cars’ stopping ability. Both enough people to work on the rally is secured and synchronized. An 

braking systems (parking and ped- to ensure that it runs smoothly. It | odometer reading to the nearest 

al) must work if a car is to compete. takes a minimum of three people —_ hundredths of a mile is also secured 

Because there are so many cars to to handle timing chores at each to measure the official rally mile- 
be inspected, they are moved along checkpoint. The technical inspec- ages. 
in an assembly line fashion. The tion and start require a minimum 
cars are then lined up at a parking of five. A meeting is held to explain Pre-rally Preparation by Rallyists 

lot exit and a starter sends them checkpoint procedure, to tell the The rallyists also have a couple 

off one at a time. checkpoint locations, and to ensure of things to do before they make 

that all workers have transportation an attempt at rallying. First they 

Scoring to their checkpoint. must sign up and pay the entrance 
The correct times are calculated fee. This is done at a booth in the 

between the checkpoints from the Pre-rally registration by Committee Mechanical Engineering lobby that 
given average speeds and_ the The committee has many small is staffed by SAE members and 

measured mileages. One point is jobs to do in advance of the rally. open throughout the week just 

deducted for each second a rallyist The responsibility of each job is preceding the rally. The contestants 

differs from the correct time and, given to a committee member. The must also obtain proof that they 

of course, the lowest score wins. rally is advertised by means of are insured. This proof can be 

There is a maximum penalty of posters in the Mechanical Engi- either an insurance service card or 

1800 points per leg which amounts neering and Engineering buildings, a copy of the policy itself and is to 

to 30 minutes. A “panic envelope” and notices posted on many cam- be shown to rally officials at the 

is handed out at each checkpoint. pus bulletin boards. It is also an- start. Although it is not necessary 

This envelope gives the location of nounced at the monthly SAE meet- to have any additional equipment 

the next checkpoint and is to be ings. The next job is the reproduc- except an automobile, most rallyists 

have at least a stop watch and 
AR ee i county maps. Rally tables and a 

ees vA sees 2 SCl nen oe em slide rule can come in mighty 

lll handy. From here on, most addi- 
rea : a CU es : tional equipment is rather expen- 
a 1 ee ee a sive. Electric odometers, small 

oe re / | s oie a mechanical computers, and _short- 

ee rs ee oa of. wave radios for determining exact 
| ao a, = ee". time of day are such devices and 

eee F ar ue a ay o> # 2 © The 1968 Fall Rally 

Fe SL Smee cil at a oe The Start 

£ eee >. max ~~ Ut” October 20 was the date for the 
oo y cess ee 1968 Fall Rally and it dawned sun- 

Cagis ge = SS~SCi«éiny ‘and clear, perfect weather for 
oo . = SS ee a rally. The technical inspection 

—— . = ee ng Se _—Csegann shortly after 10:00 AM. at 
ee eae lot 60. After the cars were in- 

tics eee ae ee spected and numbered they were 
. S34 a. ee ti(“‘<“‘iOCOC;C*dimeedd ‘up at the rear exit of the lot 

: ed hence. ‘ — UU for the start. Each car received its 
, ies! instructions two minutes before its 

The author (with his back to the driver’s seat) and his car at the fmal — departure time. The first car to 
checkpoint of 1968 spring rally. leave was car number 2 which left 
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nae 

at 11:04, right on schedule, fol- The total distance covered was _ siasts are active all over the coun- 
lowed by another car two minutes about 75 miles with a driving time try. Rallying is not a spectator 
later and so on. of about two and one half hours. sport but strictly a participatory 

The winning car was an Opel one and, after some experience, any 
The Route driven by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rose- intelligent driver-navigator team 

The route, concocted by rally- vear and their winning score was should be able to place in an event 
masters Tom Jensen and Guy 147 points. and, in so doing, bring home a 
Winoradsky, wound through a The advisors to the SAE student trophy. While winning a trophy is 
good portion of western Dane 
County. It led out University Ave- $A 
nue to Old Middleton Road. From 
there it followed Old Sauk Road, 1968 SAE FALL RALLY TROPHY WINNERS 

which took the rallyists out of the Place Driver Navigator Leg 1 Leg2 Leg3 Total 
city. It then headed northwest to l Roseve; Fred R ; 1 4B 101 47 
the first checkpoint just south of Joyce Rosevear Ted Kosevear ‘ ‘ 
Springfield Corners. This check- 2 John Erjavec Tom Henson 2 183 112 297 

point also happened to be right in 3. Dick Goddard R. A. Greiner 2 204 132 338 
a a of th Sie peels aay 4 Bruce Unterman Linda Dolcott 62 289 17 368 
and between the rally cars an _ ni, 
bikes passing through, it turned 5 Ron Mabie Dan Witz 32 741 134 907 

out to be an extremely busy place. 6 Robert Gross Richard Stiphout 88 745 125 958 
However, aside from a few puzzled 
looks by both sides, everything ran 
quite smoothly. All cars made it ; 
through this first leg successfully group, Professors A. H. Easton and certainly not the sole reason for 
as no one needed his panic en- G. L. Borman provided valuable participating, it does increase the 
velope. From here the rally made __ assistance in preparing the Fall incentive. The SAE rallies are de- 
a big loop and headed south to the Rally. Also, many thanks are due signed with the novice rallyist in 
second checkpoint located just west to the rally workers who gave mind and, therefore, provide a 
of Cross Plains. This leg must have freely of their time and talents to good chance for such people to get 
been a bit more difficult as there make the rally a success. acquainted with the sport. Remem- 

were quite a few panics and two ber, the next SAE rally will be 
dropouts. The third and last leg See You in May held in early May, 1969. Be sure 

led west again to the rally’s end, Road rallying is fun as evidenced and watch for it, give it a try, and 
just south of Black Earth. Four _ by the increasing popularity of the we'll see you there. d 
more cars did not finish this leg. sport. Sports car and rally enthu- \ 

we, ag ee ee = a 
: tn” a a te ‘ 
ae seo OS annie . ie oh Ee atte, ii ma Mae Le ae i ent, sda MT a (tit a? ee ee 

...can be tied together with the development of products geared to AE 

growth ... electronics, electrochemical power sources, plastics and = ; 

ceramics. We are building for the future in Wisconsin. ny 

Latest expansion pictured above is the Administrative, Research and Gin 
Engineering facility in Milwaukee... one of eight plants located at 

in Wisconsin. Takea long, hard look into your future ond ours. GLOBE-UNION INC. 

Investigate the growing opportunities at Globe-Union Inc. 5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 

For Additional Information Contact Mr. G. B. Haecker An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Looking for excitement, challenge, and opportunity for creativity? 
Look into Raytheon where electronic frontiers are being explored 
from inner to outer space . . . in underwater acoustics, radar, space, 
communications, and missile systems . . . where a healthy mix of 
commercial and government business provides stability. 

Looking for growth opportunities? Raytheon’s sales doubled in the 
last two-year period. 1970 corporate growth goals were achieved 
by early 1968. Revised goals for 1970 are based on continued growth, 

Opportunities abound at all degree levels for: 

Electrical Engineers Business Administration 
Mechanical Engineers Finance 
Industrial Engineers Accounting 
Aeronautical Engineers Industrial Relations 
Mathematics Purchasing 
Physics Industrial Administration 

After years preparing for the “right” job . . . take time to select the 
“right” company. For a copy of Raytheon’s latest brochure, or to 

arrange an on-campus interview, contact your placement director or 
write: Manager of College Relations, Raytheon Company, Lexington, 
Mass. 02173. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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oe arse SY 3 
io progress 
vee Continental Research ompa 

eh me, ee ea Ee 

a Ria) 2 

| we | 

Did ; d thi Gi 

It ran in The Wall Street Journal, and it’s quite a story. It tells how Continental is developing the pack- 
ages of the future. It describes the largest research organization in packaging with an annual budget 
of more than 22 million dollars. 

It's a message of importance to the business community—and to all engineering and scientific 
college graduates evaluating their futures. Continental is working in these challenging areas: 

eee SS 
HIGH SPEED EQUIPMENT DESIGN DYNAMIC STRESS AND VIBRATION * EVALUATION OF METAL 
FABRICATING PROCESSES + DIGITAL LOGIC » TOOL DEVELOPMENT +» HIGH POWER SOLID 
STATE CIRCUITS + FLUIDICS +» ELECTROSTATICS * ENERGY CONVERSION + LASER, INFRA-RED, 
ULTRASONIC, X-RAY AND ELECTRON BEAM + ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY +* INK FORMULATION 
AND RHEOLOGY « GRAPHIC ARTS « INSTRUMENTATION + PLASTIC PROCESSES AND APPLICA- 
TIONS » MATERIAL EVALUATION * EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING * PLANNING CONTROL 
COMPUTER SCHEDULING USING THIRD GENERATION HARDWARE 

We need mechanical, electrical, electronic or chemical engineers, chemists, specialists in data 
processing, food scientists, physicists, mathematicians, metallurgists. 

For a reprint of our research story—write to John G. Mikota, Recruiting Supervisor at the address 
below. Or see our recruiting representative. He'll be at your campus on March 21. 

Continental 
Can Company 

Chicago Technical Center 

1200 West 76th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60620 
An equal opportunity employer 
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Obstruct! 

Resist! esist! 

Unite! nite: 

Abstain! stain! 

by Dave Stroik 

Once again this year we find the ten eggs behind the Poultry Re- 
same demon rearing its ugly head. search Building, which, when 
Namely, Roll-Good Bearing, Inc. is packed into paper bags, will serve 
again recruiting on campus. Roll- — as_an_ appropriate confrontation 
Good Bearing is an immoral insti- with reality for the apathetic passer- 
tution, and as moral human beings, by. 

we have no choice but to impede Our most important reason is 
the actions of this company on ey- that it is only proper and fitting that 
ery level. the actions of the Poultry Research 

It is Roll-Good Bearing that is Building be stopped. After all, 
the sole producer of cotter pins for what is more promiscuous than a 
Geyser Jeep. And it was in a Gey- flock of young maiden hens locked 
ser Jeep, on a brisk October eve- in a small pen with one male. This 
ning, that Delmer Doolittle took is wrong. And why is this situation 

certain liberties with Pansy Whole- _ permitted to continue? So that the 
some. If it hadn’t been for Del- average apathetic middle class 
mer’s incompetence, she could man may have his egg in the morn- 
easily have been another casualty ing. Fellow students, the course is 
of the moral decay in our society. clear. Poultry Research must be 
It is this very moral decay that we _ taken! 
condone when we allow Roll-Good Join our Potpourri Protest this 
Bearings to recruit on campus. That — Saturday! Recognizing that ours is 
is why we have chosen Roll-Good not the only worthwhile cause on 
Bearings as the target of our pro- campus, we are inviting those of 

test. you with any legitimate gripe to 
To make our point felt by the bring yourself and your sign to Bas- 

majority, who, blinded by their com Hill this Saturday afternoon. 

apathy, stumble toward destruc- Thus far we plan to hit upon the 
tion, we plan on seizing a campus following basic areas: sexual prom- 

building. Our executive committee, _iscuity, the war, the draft, poverty, 
chosen unanimously just last night discrimination, automation, hun- 

at a rally on the Library Mall, has ger, and hemorrhoids. (Note: You 
selected the Poultry Research may be either for or against any of 
Building for seizure. This is a wise the above to be eligible for our pro- 
choice for at least three reasons. test.) Make it a study break before 

First, we expect much support from exams. Bring your girl. Coffee and 
the Agriculture students at this doughnuts will be served immedi- 
University. Their undying funda- ately following with music courtesy 
mental morality has always been a Of Concertina Fritz and Accordion 

guiding light in time of crisis. Sec- Gino. d 
ond, there is a large supply of rot- yy 
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: Help wanted 

Situation: It is often difficult to get into and 
out of today’s cars without bumping 

into the car beside you. 

Question: Can you design a door that uses 
minimum out-swing space 
when opening ? 

Disciplines: It can go over the car, under it, 

slide into the frame, swing parallel 

to the body... AS LONG AS 

IT’S NOT TOO EXPENSIVE TO 

MASS PRODUCE. Door must 

also provide an electrical channel 

to the chassis to provide for power 
operated windows. Need your ideas 

in time for meeting next month. 
Thanks. 

Want to work on a challenging assignment like this? If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're looking 
A new member of an engineering team at Ford Motor Com- for challenging assignments and the rewards that come 
pany does. Today his job may be designing new car door from solving them, come work for the Better Idea company. 
hinging. Tomorrow it might be solving cub vibration in See our representative when he visits your campus. Or 
semi-trailer trucks. Or designing a different approach to send a resume to Ford Motor 
vehicle controls, or even developing a new engine con- Company, College Recruit- 
figuration. ing Department. The 

To help solve assignments like these, our people have a American Road, Dear- 
giant network of computers at their service. Complete test- born, Michigan 48121. An 
ing facilities. The funds they need to do the job right. equal opportunity employer. 
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E\ G22) of us turning out a better product. pay ge 
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Be ee , Rauland team. We offer excellent starting 3m ey 

Bs Ai Wee cea alee ates . . . EIGN OR NAIR DR NOE ate Bony So 
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De ee that includes free insurance and profit eee Py 
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YOUR Tk AMI | owisionor ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION 

2407 W. North Ave. 
Melrose Park, Illinois 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Prosthetic Heart Valve 
by Prof. R. J. Harker (veo 2 ae ae a 

Of the entire population of the coon ees eet 
United States, about ten per cent eee _ a ' 
have some form of heart disease, sat ee! :.. : 
with nearly 600,000 deaths each ; 7 a 
year caused by heart attacks. A / > >. 
significant number of this group, i ‘cia - 
numbering thousands per year, will \ i“. 
require some type of surgery if } ; 
their lives are to be extended. 4 

To this end, the heart transplant , 
and the artificial heart have re- 
ceived much publicity during the 7] 4 
past several years; however, the 4A LO a 7. 
former is a very drastic approach 4 _ : _»> _ 
with obvious limitations. The latter a /  N i oe 
is a formidable technical challenge, — _ ye 
apparently not realizable in the ne a Me ‘. we : 
near future. : — MO Fie 

In many patients the principal : er Ae 
heart defect concerns malfunction- [ ‘ rer PL ue ie y 
ing valves, of which there are four. ; 7 ic ; fOr et. Se y 
Those which are most commonly : es - i Oy oie y 
involved are the mitral (entrance) % “Pee, : ued : is 
and the aortic (exit) valves of the a 8 : wal _ 
left ventrical, or pumping cham- — : ee 
ber. These are basically check val- 
ves which permit flow in one direc- 
tion only. Although some valve ; defects are correctable surgically, terial which will react with the — continuous seal on the lower face 
many require a complete prosthetic _ tissue to provide permanent anchor- _ of the disk. 
replacement in which the natural ing by means of tissue ingrowth. Although clinical testing in ani- 
valve is removed and an artificial The chief biological difficulty mals is still in the early stages, the 
valve implanted. stems from the clotting mechanism valve shows considerable promise. 

Prosthetic valves have been of the blood. Thrombus formation It has very low flow resistance, is 
under development for nearly a tends to occur in regions of tissue quiet in operation, and is readily su- 
decade, with many configurations damage or of excessive turbulence. | tured by the surgeon using the 
proposed. The requirements of — In addition, the blood tends to be | wound dacron tissue between the 
such a device are so severe, how- damaged by repeated impact atcon- _ outer flanges. The critical question 
ever, that the prosthetic valve is tact areas of the valve if the action pertaining to clot formation is as 
still in an evolutionary stage in _ is too severe. yet unanswered, as the stationary 
spite of remarkable progress made Currently the valve configuration _ pins and the pivot holes may provide 
thus far. under development at the Univer- _ the focus for such formations. 

Briefly, the prosthetic valves must sity of Wisconsin involves a plastic This project is a joint effort by 
have low flow resistance, rapid re- body with a spherical seat and a the Mechanical Engineering De- 
sponse, zero leakage, and should — movable disk which mates with the partment of the College of Engi- 
not produce stagnation zones. The body to form a circular seal. The neering and the Cardio-vascular Re- 
material must be inert with respect disk is pivoted on two tapered pins _ search Laboratory of the University 
to the body tissue and the blood- to provide a differential action dur- of Wisconsin Medical Center. The 
stream, yet of sufficient strength to ing opening and closing; that is, the valve design and construction is un- 
provide a fatigue life in excess of pivot is eccentric with respect to the | der the supervision of Prof. R. J. 
200,000,000 cycles. The valve should center of the disk so that the large Harker, with Robert L. Beran as the 
produce minimum impact at clo- segment forces the smaller against | Research Assistant. Clinical testing 
sure, and should have a low profile the flow forces during operation. | and surface treatment of the valve 
to avoid interference with the heart. | However, when completely closed __ is provided by Dr. J. D. Whiffen. 
The valve body must have provision _ the blade becomes simply supported e 
for suturing, as well as a contactma- _ by the spherical body providing a 
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. . . Welding: Research Goals at Wisconsin 
Welding is currently passing lems long hidden in the shell of 

by Prof. Norm Braton through a transition period. Until science. The universities now real- 
recently it has almost always been ize the first step in this direction 
thought of as an art. With the com- _is_ the necessity to change the 
ing of the space age and later image of welding from the “black 
marine science it became apparent helmet and lots of sparks” to a 
that it was necessary to better scientific approach of an engineer- 
understand the nature of the prob- _ ing pre-evaluation of a weldment. 

Industry has been slow in recog- 
ee . EERIE nizing the need for this change, 

: ar .|.—Clff Few therefore the struggle by the uni- 
7 OU 4 ff q versities to attract financial support 
 . q oe... oe ee from industry has retarded research 

or ye ~ > ke ” us Se growth in this area. It appears the 
. a a A , “a eA “Welding Vane” is gradually 
S. — 5 \ eee 4 y= Pi S “pointing” in a direction indicating 

ye FF | se / the need for engineers specifically 
OP ll 7s trained in the area of “Welding 

aa - al i, ~- 7 7 Physics.” Recruiters are increas- 
. eo s mm ON \, ingly in search for engineers with 
ook. ay | yp _ = MS and PhD studies in this area. 
Z a —) \ef 3 yA - © The welding program at Wiscon- 
ae (22 Fe ey de i sin, unlike that of Ohio State Uni- 

“~~ a se iL if yy 4 omg eo versity, does not offer a degree in 
_ ——— i . oe CS C"F#SUeeiidding: engineering. Ohio State 
—— oc — S.A a has the only ECPD accredited 

~ . . “~~ welding department in the United 
Above: Black helmets and lots of smoke and sparks is no longer the image States. Instead of a welding de- 

of Welding Engineering at Wisconsin. partment, Wisconsin believes that 

Below: Welding Engineering may study the effects an arc has on a base welding is much boarder than a 
material. This photograph is of the interface area between ductile cast iron single department and its goals can 
base metal and nickel weld metal. be achieved only when it becomes 

interdisciplinary and an all college 

a ae ag ae 5 a? a NEBR e ine es endeaver. For example, when a stu- 
ee way 2 ee + a“ dent is interested in welding metal- 
oo eee eee ee Wg lurgy he may choose his major 
Bet ie age Ot oo Ce g’. professor from the College of En- 
- 2a ‘<a oon - eae 7 Ieee Pe gineering Metallurgy Department. 
Pee oe * i Lee ———"" ~  °. If the student’s interest lies in the 

a ——. OO eee 4 oe physics of weld metal transfer or 
>.) as met, ee. Ee es me _ power sources he may choose his 

SS ey ogee: | ie RN NS ea major professor from the Electrical 
bea Nees ; Ena Sg at 1 Engineering Department and_ the 
Kina aie Dae: : WE NEA same holds true for any of the 

an ea cA wee. © ei) ig ee Se —oother_many departments of engi- 
4 a ~~ Bee ige@ sneering. Each engincering depart- 
re ~ : re pon > *~.y, — ment has something to contribute 

f e] i encagatl . 4 4 .. s _. Therefore, it appears welding 
“ ya o a 4 s or should be interdisciplinary rather 
ne kk _ pe Se Lee —s than confining it to a single de- 

: \ oe: | oe | | partment. With this approach the 
3 ol a, ¥ most knowledgeable authorities on 

& Le oe Py ie the subject can usually be located 
i a : ms ; of. on a single campus. A ee - 
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are relatively unimportant. 

IS not. 

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, 

we invite you to consider a career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, 

you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth with a 

company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic 

atmosphere of aerospace technology. 

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. 
Give them the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer 

them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities. Encourage 

them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 

reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. 

Reward them well when they do manage it. 

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents 

required. Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL 
e@ AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL e CIVIL e MARINE e 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 
e@ MATERIALS SCIENCE e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e STATISTICS 

e COMPUTER SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE e ENGINEERING 
MECHANICS. 

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, 

Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 

Connecticut 06108. 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft »»--- vere na CORPORATION 
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT (j 

ssY WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer



We're looking for M.E.’s, E.E.’s, and I.E.’s who will come Eaton Yale & Towne manufactures and markets 3,000 

up with something better — like our automatically con- products for all kinds of businesses and industries. We're 

trolled circuit that monitors the speed of machinery with regularly developing new products and processes at 92 

800 electronic ‘‘pecks’ per second. plants in 45 cities, 17 states, and 18 nations. 

All kinds of challenges are waiting for you in hydraulics, Our rapid growth has created a wide variety of open- 

pneumatics, mechanics, electromechanics, thermody- ings for engineers in research, product engineering, man- 

namics, electronics, fluidics, automated production tech- ufacturing engineering, and sales/service engineering. 

niques, instrumentation and controls, manufacturing Check your placement office for an interview 

processes, and materials handling systems. date or send your resume to Richard S. Potter, 

Director of Management 

. — Sm and Technical Recruitment. 
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STB meme rd ters ey 
still dont get 
the pict ew atl ce 

Like, we'll ask a graduating engineer: 
“What opportunities do you think an engineer has 
if he works for the telephone company?” 

And, zap—we get a blackout! 
Well, we think the company responsible for 

engineering innovations such as the transistor, radio 

astronomy, high fidelity and stereo recording, 
magnetic tape, synthetic crystals, negative feedback, 
sound motion pictures, microwave relay, electronic 

switching, the solar battery and telstar deserves a 
consideration that’s strong and clear. 

When the Bell System recruiting team comes 

to your campus, be sure to talk to them. Or ask your 
Placement Director for the name of the Bell System 
recruiter at the local Bell Telephone Company, 
an equal opportunity employer. 

We'll turn you on. 

your 
vr It 

aweflove
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without cutting corners? 

The designer of this six-wheel diesel locomotive greater dimensional control inherent in casting, 
truck frame did...that’s why he chose cast-stee/. _ finishing costs on the 8x 18 foot frame were cut 

Using smooth fillets and fairings possible to aminimum...Compare this with the tedious 

only with casting, he eliminated stress concen- assembly, machining and finishing work that 

tration caused by the corners and angles of goes into a welded or bolted structure. 

wrought structures. To keep weight low without Want to know more about cast-stee/? We're 

sacrificing strength, he varied section thick- offering individual students free subscriptions 

ness, concentrating steel at the points of maxi- to our quarterly publication “CASTEEL.”... 

mum stress. Clubs and other groups can obtain a sound 

And with cast-stee/ he got substantial sav- _@ film “Engineering Flexibility.” Just write 

ings in the bargain. One-piece construction Steel Founders’ Society of America, West- 

eliminated assembly costs. Holes, slots and | + | view Towers, 21010 Center Ridge Road, 

channels were cast-in directly. With the é Rocky River, Ohio 44116. 

STEEL FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

See 4 = E pe =. wf hee Ose | — 

Cast-Steel 
for Engineering Flexibility 
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To begin, let me put my project in perspective. 
by John Tucker | entered training in July, 1966, in Boston. Our 

group consisted of 49 men with business and en- 
gineering backgrounds. About half of these people 
were recent graduates, like myself, and the other 
half were people with between two and twenty- 
five years’ experience. We spent three months 
studying at the Harvard Business School. Our 
teachers were not only recognized in the Ameri- 
can business community, but each had also spent 
at least three years consulting and teaching in 
India. They taught us business practices, not as 
they applied to American industry, but as they ap- 
plied to the Indian situation. | will go into some of 
the Indian business practices and their differences 
in relation to American techniques later. 

One question that you may have is: why did the 
engineers study business practices rather than get 
more technical training? To begin with we were 

going to be working not only as engineers, but 
also as consultants in the broader sense. Our job 
was first to evaluate the major problem in a fac- 
tory. That could be one of finance, marketing, 
quality control, or technical expertise. If we could 
handle it we solved the problem ourselves. If it 
was a purely business matter, we would call in the 

appropriate business person. In many cases we 
worked as teams. We were then required to do 
our own cost analysis for whatever project we 
undertook. Secondly, additional technical training 
wouldn’t have been beneficial since we were going 
to be assigned on a district basis, and we might 
be working on any number of technical problems 
in that district. Thus it was impossible to predict 
what kind of expertise we would need. 

After three months of business, language, and 
cultural training | left with 17 other volunteers for 
Kerala, South India. | spent my first four weeks 
touring factories, trying to recognize the common 
problems of the industrialists in the district. Sev- 
eral major ones were obvious. Sporadic supply of 
electricity was one of the most acute. Here, when 
we turn the switch, the light comes on. In India 
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when you turn the switch, you may have to build waste. Like most of the companies in the area this 
a dam, install generators, and then distribute the one was about ten years old. Initially the factory 
power, before the light comes on. This is true of canned about a ton and a half of pineapples a 
many things in India. This electricity problem nec- day. Since 50 percent of a pineapple is waste, this 
essitated the installation of an auxiliary diesel meant that about three thousand pounds of waste 
generator in most factories. The greater cost a day was buried behind the factory. However, as 
drove up the initial as well as the operating cost. the factory frew, the problem grew. When | arrived 

Lack of raw materials was also a problem. Since they were canning 15 tons of pineapple a day. 
some resources, particularly coal and iron, were Since there was no space to bury it, they were 
scarce, their cost was quite high. The government paying a man to haul it away. The cost for this ran 
tried to set up controls to channel these materials a hundred rupees a day. Considering the factory 
into production of priority items, but the enforce- worked about 200 days a year, this was the equiv- 
ment of these rules was impossible. Consequent alent of spending about $20,000 a year in the U.S., 
to this large demand for consumer goods and the just to remove the waste. 

scarcity of materials to make them, the public It may seem strange that an Electrical Engineer 
would buy whatever was on the market, regard- would be designing a dryer. Drying is primarily a 
less of quality. Situations like this made us lower chemical problem, with a few mechanical and fluid 
our standards for quality goods. aspects thrown in. But | was sent there to solve 

Another factor that affected our work was a law the problems which presented themselves. 
implemented in 1957 after the first Communist My approach to solving the drying problem de- 
Government was elected. The legislature passed manded discussion with other people. | went to 
a Land Reform Law that limited the size of land the local Engineering College and by talking with 
holdings to 15 acres per individual. Thus the large the professors and reading the books in the li- 
land owners, after giving 15 acres to each family brary, | learned about drying. | discussed the prob- 

member, were forced to sell the rest. In turn they lem with the Mechanical Engineer with whom | 
were left with large amounts of capital. Many of was living. | wrote to the Volunteers for Interna- 
them went into retail business, but it became a tional Technical Assistance, a group of engineers 
status symbol to own a factory. So when | arrived here that helps solve problems in developing 
in 1966 the industries were still relatively new, countries. | went to the Food Research Institute in 
that is, less than ten years old. Therefore | was my town and discussed the drying problem with 
dealing with industrialists not only inexperienced, the personnel there. Then with the information | 
but in many cases concerned with their factories gathered, | priced equipment, and designed the 
mainly as status symbols. However, there were dryer. But this was not my only project. | also de- 
exceptions to this general rule, and our first job signed an electrical brake for a large centrifuge 
was to evaluate the motivation of the owner and/ used to extract pineapple juice from the waste. 
or manager of a factory. Learning to judge moti- | set up a quality control system at a mattress fac- 

vation takes more than technical expertise. It de- tory, and | trained automobile mechanics in the 
mands that you understand a man’s background use of timing lights and compression gauges. 
and cultural values. It took us several months to Since in solving these problems | had to rely on 
be able to do this, but eventually we learned to information from Indian sources, | began to realize 
look for one of three types of individuals or situa- that the expertise, although not the lines of com- 
tions. The first was a man with an innate business munications, was available locally to solve most 

sense and drive. There were a few of them and of the technical problems of the locality. My major 
they were the easiest to work with. The second project with the industrialists, the engineering 
type was the business man who did not have an schools, and the State Industries Department. | 
agricultural income. If his factory was his only in- was able to initiate a start on this project, al- 
come, he was interested in making it profitable. though the outcome is still uncertain. 
The third type was the man who had gone into What did the other people in my program do? 
business for status reasons, but whose factory was Half of them were assigned to Northern India and 

losing so much money that he had to start improv- not being familiar with their work, |’ll concentrate 
ing it. The State Government had invited us to on the 17 volunteers with whom | was assigned in 
solve these motivational as well as technical prob- Kerala. They helped set up new industries. Shrimp 
lems. Our immediate supervisor was the District canning, water meter manufacturing, and car trail- 
Industries Officer, not the Peace Corps. er manufacturing companies. One volunteer even 

However, we weren’t sent there just to recognize helped set up a malleable casting foundry. They 
problems; we were sent to solve them. What did | expanded a mattress factory, three foundries, and 
do as an engineer? My first project was the de- a pineapple canning company in competition with 
sign and construction of a dryer to dry pineapple the one for which | was working. On Engineering 
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it ili es 

Physics volunteer, after doing a financial analysis There are many other projects open to engineers: 
of an entrepreneur’s two factories, suggested that Architects for Tunisia, Electrical Engineers for the 
he sell one of them to maximize the profits in the electrification program in Ecuador, Civil Engineers 
second. for Nepal, and City Planners for Afghanistan. 

What specifically did the engineers do? They If Peace Corps is going to answer these calls 
designed an electrical counter, a water cooling for aid, where will they get the engineers? One 
system for the shrimp cannery, a dryer for match source is recent graduates. However, we know 
splints, a die for retreading tires, and one engineer that the more experience a person has, the more 
is still there training people in malleable casting effective he will probably be overseas. So we hope 
techniques. that as the opportunities for engineers get better 

We had our mishaps and failures. The dryer | publicity, the number of experienced engineers in 
designed was never installed because priorities at Peace Corps will increase. Perhaps the greatest 
the company changed, although the design was source of untapped talent is retired engineers. 
later used for the match splint dryer. Sometimes They have the combination of experience, maturi- 
we mis-evaluated the motivation of owners. Some- ty, and time that no other group in the U.S. has. 
times we didn’t put suggestions in the context of Peace Corps offers the retired engineer an un- 

Indian cultural values. But it is significant that usual opportunity to use his background for the 
after the election in 1967, only the industries pro- good of others. Also, retired people are always 

gram was allowed to remain by the newly elected stationed near adequate medical facilities. 
Communist Government. In North India the state | hope that in the future there will be much more 
government asked for a replacement group for the contact between Professional Groups of this type 

engineers there. and returned Peace Corps volunteers. d 
| have dealt primarily with my own project. y 

a ® 

CHALLENGE 
OPPORTUNITY 

RECOGNITION : 

BOSTROM DIVISION Creative talent and design ability 
Milwaukee, Wis. are given early recognition in our 

Engineering Department. Our di- | Are you interested in starting a 

Built on Engineering Innovations | versified, exciting products include | training program which will lead 
for the Automotive, Earth-moving, | motorcycles, golf cars, commercial to becoming a contracting engineer 

Farm Tractor and Material Handling | cars, and new experimental vehi- | for Wisconsin’s largest Mechanical 
Industries. cles. Inquire about our comprehen- Contractor? If so, the Paul J. Grunau 

sive training program open to select } Company offers challenging posi- 
A good place for people with ideas | gtaduates in mechanical engineer- tions to graduating Mechanical and 

to work and grow. ing. Our young engineers assist a] Civil Engineering students. 
Senior Project Engineer with all] we specialize in heating, air con- 

For employment opportunities, send | Phases of development from original ditioning, sheet metal, plumbing 
resume or contact: design through performance testing. | and fire protection work, and we 

For more information, write, en-]| sank 49th in a listing of 200 top 

closing a description of your educa | Mechanical Contractors in the na- 
tion and biographical history to tion as prepared by Domestic Engi- 

on 7 4 > 
Director of Employee Relations | PERSONNEL SUPERVISOR Te ie ences acne” 
UOP-Bostrom Division HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO. | *°% 2 Persona. , 
133 W. Oregon Street P.O. Box 653 Paul E. Grunau 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 Paul J. Grunau Company 

307 West Layton Ave. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207 
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Away from indecision. From confusion. Away to Allison Divi- dreamed about. Projects that extend far into the future. Not 

sion of General Motors. Where young aerospace engineers a here-today-gone-tomorrow atmosphere. At Allison, the 

become first team varsity. On a winning team. work’s here today, and here to stay. 

In case you haven't heard, Allison is where everything is hap- So come on along. You’ve worked hard for that degree. Don’t 

pening right now. There's an entire family of gas turbine en- waste it. Go where it'll do you the most good. Write Ken 

gines for you to work on. Turbofan. Turbojet. Turboprop. Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept. 302, Allison Division 

Turboshaft. New and exciting projects. The kind you've of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. 

ATlison gu | 
An equal opportunity employer M/F ; 
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An informal report on a few current projects at Shell. Some of them might seem like offbeat 
work for an oil company. But this is acompany that contributes broadly and significantly to society. 

A company of experts that brings out the best in its engineering, scientific and business people. 

Cu cw Shell scientists still bigger structuresinthe works. lon of refined product from a gal- 
EF have come up with And we are operating in ccon- lonoffeedstock.And we are using 

f a vast improve- siderably deeper water from float. sophisticated techniques to tailor- 
foo? ment over even ing platforms. We are alsosearch- make products by reassembling 

= =<" the most talented ing on land in 16 states to help hydrocarbon molecules. 
ey ee aS eaeNS ae meet burgeoning energy needs. The pursuit of excellence leads 

nated with it will kill flies inacow  Digestible detergents Shell into a variety of fields, both 
The main trouble on and off the beaten track for an 

stall for up to three months. And Ts YG : 3 
VAPONA® i he : eiammgh, with detergents oil company. If you have a more- insecticide combined aaa ; % : 

‘ ws _ \ TAs is they don’t go _ than-one-track mind, a desire to 
with CIODRIN® insecticide keeps Aw. : : 

=z! away. They pol- explore, to pit your skills against 
cows fly-free 24 hours a day— oot, iiany Kinds of bl th 
even out in pasture. Give you lutestreams,make ia be mia to ems, Shell, 
ideas for further applications? ‘resn ware foamy. ine solution: Cou e @ place Tor you inonell. 

ni i COMpPOUn Th a opio. Perhaps your training in engi- 
Energy from under the sea « degradables’’ clean eloinas fast neering, science or business can 

Shell is heading Pa : J contribute to tomorrow’s new 
> rt as effectively, but keep streams . - 
into, ever-deeper pa free of detergent foam. Elsewhere developments. For information 

water inthesearch fears in the chemical part of our busi-  220Ut openings throughout Shell 
for oil and natural BEER : ness, Shell research has resulted S19 UP at the placement office 
gas. Recently we <= ina wealth of plastics for home for aninterview with our represent- 
designed andinstalledpermanent — ang industry, and fertilizers to ative. Or write to Q. C. Stanberry, 
drilling/production platforms as alleviate food shortages Recruitment Representative, 
tell es a 34-story building, with . Dept. E, The Shell Companies, 

The name of the game Box 2099, Houston, Texas 77001. 
More gasoline per 
barrel of crude Ls Ke 
oil delights engi- CA 
neers, scientists We \) 
and conservation- “22” 
ists alike. Our new hydrocrackers 
actually produce more than a gal- 

Acompany of experts 
Shell Oil Company + Shell Chemical Company + Shell 
Development Company « Shell Pipe Line Corporation 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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passed by at 30: 
Absolutely. If you're a 30-year-old engineer who's offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study thee 

failed to keep up with the latest developments in his in 1969. It's the most advanced facility of its kind. 
field. Ask around. You'll find that when it comes to antici- 

Because Western Electric's an acknowledged in- pating change, Western Electric is way out in front. 
dustrial leader in graduate engineering training, that's And we make every effort to keep our engineers there 

one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearly- too. See our recruiter or write College Relations, p 
completed Corporate Education Center near Prince- 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038. } 
ton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone. VA 

over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will be - > 
ga) Western Electric 

7) MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Olympic Free Rifle Shooti 
. . 

at Wisconsin 

by Tom Schoenleben 

Olympic free-rifle shooting is one until the past two Olympic games a “course of fire” under which all 
of the fastest growing, most physi- that the United States has begun to matches are conducted and estab- 
cally and mentally demanding dominate the competition. The rea- _ lish the legal positions which each 
sports to be initiated at the colle- sons for our new-found success lie competitor must use in his allotted 
giate level in many years. in our training and Olympic tryout _ time. A full match consists of 120 

This sport is internationally re- program conducted primarily in the record shots, totalling a possible 
nowned — enjoying greater popu- universities, and our increased tech- 1200 points per man. Time allotted 
larity in Europe than in the United nical knowledge which we have ap- to such a match is just over four and 
States. Lately, free-rifle shooting has plied to the rifles themselves. one-half hours. 
grown in popularity here, especially Very simply, the object in free- To get a better picture of what is 
on the collegiate level. The Univer- rifle shooting, is to hit the center of involved here, let’s assume that an 
sity of Wisconsin rifle team this year a target placed 50 feet from you average competitor lifts his 17- 
is a prime example and may be in with the aid of a $300, 17-pound pound rifle 150 times during a 
line for national honors. rifle. The center in question meas- match; average lift about three feet. 

ures .008 inch in diameter. Multiplying the three together (3 
Little known to most students, — feet x 17 lbs. x 150 shots), the work 

free-rifle shooting is a varsity sport | output by the competitor is 7,650 
at Wisconsin. Though at present the foot pounds per match. This is ap- 
sport is not lettered here, it is at proximately equal to the work re- 
other Big 10 universities. All com- quired to unload by hand one 4 cu- 
petitors are governed by Western _ bic yard truck filled with gravel. 
Conference rules. They shoot local- For this reason physical fitness is 
ly in the Big 10 Conference and na- _ stressed, with emphasis on running 

y tionally in sectional and national and weight lifting. 
competitions. Mental fatigue is another prob- 

This year the University of Wis- | lem which most competitors face. 
112 OG <o) consin team is expecting by far its | To remain competitive over the 4.5 

best year with four men returning hour match it is essential that one 
J from last year’s final six-man team. never let down, to do so even mo- 

Of added interest, five of the six men mentarily often costs valuable 
are engineering majors, the highest points. The best way to build up 

such percentage of the technical _ mental endurance is simply to shoot, 
fields in any sport. preferably for long periods of time, 

50 foot free-rifle target. With this basic concept and back- under match conditions. This is of- 

ground in mind, let’s examine Olym- ten difficult, and the competitor runs 
. ic free-rifle shooting by first view- the risk of over-practicing and going 

What Is Free-Rifle Shooting? ne the human, then Fhe nechanioal into a slump. Since the collegiate 

One of the newest, fastest grow- aspects involved. free-rifle season runs from Novem- 
ing and most precision sports to be ber through April over-practice, or 
introduced at the collegiate level of The Man and the Tasks peaking out too soon, is a very real 
late is International, or Olympic, Before Him problem. 
free-rifle shooting. This sport has At present free-rifle shooting falls Looking more closely now at a 
enjoyed great success for many under the ISU (International Shoot- _ match itself, each competitor must 
years in the Europenan countries — ers Union) rules. These rules place complete three stages: prone, kneel- 
with Germany and the Soviet Union restrictions on both the shooter and ing and standing. Each stage is 
its initial strongholds. It hasn’t been —_ his equipment. They also establish | worth 400 points, with the prone 
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| 2 4 / Cn stage generally yielding the highest 
: oS oe i Ss a total score due to the great degree 

5 3 , i * of stability achieved in this position. 

Bo FT r ae In the prone position, the com- 
| : | | | . petitor lies on his chest and left side, 
| _ -. : : supporting his body with his elbows 

= _ ; ‘i and right knee as seen in Figure 1. 
. - d / The rifle is suported with the sling 

ee n i? and left hand while the right hand 
| eae _ is devoted to firing the weapon. 

- | , s rece: The major movement encountered 
. a * in this position, when properly 

C = learned, is only that of the competi- 
7 ‘ =. = tor’s pulse, and even this can be con- 

trolled. 
. ag The second required position, and 

. = : second in its degree of stability is 
Sea a kneeling. 

To achieve this position, the com- 

Above: Fig. 1 The prone position. petitor kneels on his right knee, 
placing a “kneeling pad or roll 
under his right instep as in Figure 2. 
The left arm is placed on the left 

Below: Fig. 2 The standing and kneeling positions: Reo competitor sits back 
™ s © - on his right foot, he forms a sort of 

tripod with his body with which he 
. can support the rifle. Again the riflle 

: is supported with the left hand and 
a. sling, while the right hand controls 
& the trigger. While shooting kneel- 

ij i : : ing, there are several factors which 

‘a ff - i , must be kept in mind. For instance, 
Sg : .. > a ; ; : ea an increased pulse beat must be 

_ g : ; re reckoned with, and the right leg al- 
' | > / a Pete Ways seems to “fall asleep” at the 

, oe ii wrong time, a very painful sensa- 
_. <8, -_ > ‘a —Sst—Sstion.. 

ae ee The last, and most difficult posi- 
_~ _ ee tion to be fired is standing, or off- 

tn ae = y lh hand, as it is known. Again the com- 
a hs . petitor must hit the same .008 inch 

Aare ts oo] 7 — eS dot, now, however, while standing 
- - eo and holding his unsupported, 17- 
a, _ [Yr v4 eS pound rifle. To find a position of op- 

: | - we timum stability, the 1968 Olympic 
ee . — 9 team, working out of Ft. Benning, 

i 4 es > Se analyzed the various positions that 
: ox — i they tried for maximum stability 

ca is > le a and bone support. They found that 
“ Wf - 2. by bending backward, thus placing 

4 a the rifle’s center of gravity between 
: oy Ame the feet, good stability was attained. 

oS oy <n _ Further, by twisting the body to the 
_ ce | left, thus easing the tension of the 

of | back muscles, great stability is 
4 : 9 f- a achieved. This combination coupled 

FF | ae with a mechanical palm rest on the 
le _ q rifle eventually led into today’s ac- 

Fr — cepted standing position as seen in 
( q Figure 2. 
ee : A few of the trouble spots char- 
oo ; acterized by the standing position 
_ ‘ are again the increased pulse rate, 

..... the rapid fatiguing of the back and 
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stomach muscles, and the overall equipment and the design behind easily covered with a dime. To give 
unsteadiness of the position itself. it. Let’s examine now what the a relative example of the difficulty 
Any of the above points, if not | equipment must do and whatitreal- encountered here; if one were to 
checked, can account for a poorly _ ly is capable of. purchase any of the better .22 cali- 
placed shot. ber hunting rifles and make the 

While firing in any of the posi- The Target and Rifle same test at 50 meters, he would be 

tions mentioned, there are certain The target, which is sealed down very lucky to cover the entire group 

factors which can limit the competi- for use at 50 feet instead of its in- with a silver dollar. : 
tor’s effectiveness. Some of these — tended 50 meters, measures 1.796 In order to achieve the required 
are: eyesight, oxygen consumption inches in diameter. It is divided — ®CCUTACY> several refinements have 
and nervousness. down into ten scoring rings, point been made Over the ee 

As all free-rifle shooting is done Value ranging from I to 10, Each bile ee bank 
without the aid of a magnifying division is .100 inch wide with the barrel weighs in the nei hbotheod 

sight, the human eye becomes very Center Sonne Ting appearing as of seven fo aight pounds The added 
important. Like any muscle, the eye, dot INE ne ceemetey, ine — sht does - ain ss: it adds sta- 
too, fatigues. Though there is little greater part of the target is black to I wie 1 sa Hold: eet ' vill . an 1 

competitor must be able to recog- y for indoor use with a .22 caliber naa haere] dteclt we the ent te Gro 
nize ard allow for the effects of a rifle. the putt elatsell ws the a 2 on i | 
fatigue, With the target and distance al- ; es Ce ae y oe 

Because each shot is fired while teady fixed, the remaining eee a 8 fined selon att his Simpl . an as 
holding one’s breath, a low oxygen design ave eee ome Capableol ‘emi h . hich foods fires a eels 
consumption or high oxygen’ effi consistently shooting with the nec- the. entridges S, Hres a yeck 

ciency is preferred. Though it is true essary accuracy to obliterate that "Bk igg = * sembly: is. of course. 
that one can hold his breath for min- 008 inch dot each time the trigger A cee ia mb) y is, ° ae 

utes if necessary, he will begin to is released. in order to simplify the tee dt in ts nethar oe as 
encounter digziness and other ad- discussion, let's lump the parame ae . ee ae coarerat vel a 

verse effects much sooner, One of — CTS of target size and distance inte Pe voce re ae | ree Now 
the more serious of these effects is mutes Of ange ea ‘ tlle rag fake the con a y a a a ly, fil oP the loss of visual acuteness. This be capable of shooting within. It a othe comp ae mek 

happens to the average person at eons ea et good rifle must ba : as ee is ve otal | i od tock, 
ten to twelve seconds. To increase able to hold amaximum of one mine ed act ede : “ in ere . “ 3. 

this time, many competitors are try- os facie shelvin any oie a frees ah a _ ‘ - th ab a 
ing various exercises conducive to on group. Generally,.a fen shot ‘fest e | red . ‘ nm ’ na can ana 

building the wind, or increasing the Broup. 1s ‘bred. Theretore, a little I eo : Dan Welle ‘ f the 
oxygen efficiency, Captain Gary An- mental arithmetic shows that at 50 G onging ne a < r ‘ y 0. ie 
derson, twice wold medal winner at feet, all bullets must pass_virtually pce ay es ae eam ; ris 

Tokyo.and Mexico City, reportedly through the same hole. At 50 meters particular xu © a8 OF erman manu= 
nmsupiteTdimilesia day whileper- the entire ten shot group should be (continued on next page) 

paring for a match. 

A final point which merits atten- . - 
tion here is that of simple nervous- — 
ness. Unlike the football or hockey 
player, the rifleman cannot take his 
emotions out on an opposing team, prs 

nor can he vent them on himself, or Pc 
the result is an increased pulse rate ee ad 
and general frustration. The only eS oe 4 
recourse left is to stifle his emotions; Pay <3 
to compete effectively, each com- > == menestt 
petitor must have himself under E me = Oe 5 
control at all times. Furthermore, he Ny Eh i ’ 
must maintain a degree of mental — f ° A 
alertness throughout, judging each ae . PATO 
shot to thousandths of an inch visu- 2 bind Tes 

ally before any and each one is ete we —— . LA 
fired. = \ : 4 ’ 

Perhaps I’ve pictured the free- : e - 
rifle shooter as a man faced by an s — 
insurmountable task; this really 
isn’t the case, though at times it 
feels that way. The primary things a é 
competitor has going for him are his Free-rifle with accessories 
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facture and it is one of the best 
available. Several American rifles ITO 

are quite good also. The Remington y a ENGI N E E RS: 
40-X and the Winchester Model 52 Te SE . ae 
series are the leaders. The latter is \ iD q Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, 

the type supplied by the University, We S Industrial, Architectural 

average price with sights and at- “lif De 

tachments about $200. 
This is an appropriate time to ex- AMPCO METAL, INC. WILL YOU BE 

amine the ammunition used, as the ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
best rifle performs only as well as Ampco’s world wide reputation lies 
the ammunition it fires. Generally | jn its ability ‘to’ offer engineering ND 

any match grade ammunition is sat- counsel for solving problems of a 
isfactory. The muzzle velocity isin | wear, corrison, erosion, cavitation 
the neighborhood of 1150 feet per | and many ther factors ‘that @auge 
second, plus or minus 5 feet per sec- | metal parts to wear or fail. W en you 
ond. The weight and shape of the | Qpportunities for the engineer who 
projectile is controled also, although is not interested in specialization 

not to the degree the velocity is. A but rather in the broad scope of wou fa er e 
box of match grade ammunition metal manufacturing are available 

might cost $1.75 as compared to in the fields of research and devel- 
$.75 for standard grade. opment, industrial and manufac- 

Now we have seen what is re- turing engineering and industrial 
quired both mechanically and phys- sales. 
ically to hit a .008 inch dot at 50 feet, For more information write to: After four years with our company, Bob 
thus enabling the reader to become Ampco Metal, Inc eaesidys valuation sngincet has been 
4 re . 7 * in states, three foreign, countries, 
an Olympic champion. Box 2004 four steel and two paper mills, twelve 

Milwaukee, WI. 53201 metal working plants. Chilean eepper 
. . a . , chees i 

The Uribe of Wisconsin “An Equal Opportunity Employee’’ | grain mill, “box eced plant, ‘textile ‘eam mill, newspaper plant, CATV system ; municipal wat ks, and 3 t 
Briefly let's take a look at the Uni- rt businees properiice, S, and 36 other 

versity of Wisconsin team and its He has been describing, analyzing and 
performance in the last Big 10 match evaluating machinery, machine connec- 
held in Madison Dec. 7, 1968 tions and foundations, process piping, 

J a 5 : ef, Seu, etc., estimating value to enable client 
against the University of Indiana companies to make sound operating, 
and the University of Iowa. Snelneet ings wand finencia| decisions. 

Y ; raveling % of the ti t 

As mentioned earlier, the teams expense, Bob has sean a grearar var. 

consist of six members. Each team is ety. io engineering applisations than 
. mos ifeti iS 

allowed to throw out its lowest Viewing his field work retina, Nes 
score, counting the top five competi- office in Milwaukee, he had had direct 
tors. Thus, each team has a possible and directiqge Management: viewpoint 
3000 points. In the last match the , 
University of Wisconsin won with Our firm is the world leader in valua- 
2723, the University of Iowa was . Bree Bros tei 83 in Catada, 

second with 2652 and Indiana was Investi ate Phillippines. Asi one af he countey's 
third with 2624. Individually Wis- leading newspapers said, we “appraise 
consin members were led by Jim seenreilo ren cattle to coal mines, 

co Rc a si or more information or an interview, 
Halman (Ag. Science) firing 565 career call or write our — Personnel Director, 
out of 600. Other scores in order The American Appraisal Company, 525 
were: Tom Schoenleben (ME) 555, . . past Michigan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Sid Jones (ME) 546, Don Kelly engineering We k . a 14) 271-7240, 

ME) 531: fe Desk a2) 59, e have a real opportunity for the man 
(BE) 531, and Jim Patch (EE) 526. an who is interested in an exciting and 

Team coach, M. Sgt Kenneth t challenging career that's different. 

Lamb, though satisfied with the oppor un les 

team’s performance, expressed hope 
for even higher scores in the future, at a x 
as he feels this first match was just IVLBLECL CNIS 
a shakedown. If this is true, the PPRAISAL 
University of Wisconsin, and its 

leshainal) otontated ule am | WISCONSIN Gas COMPANY & | USA.» CANADA» PHILIPPINES® BRAZIL » 
ie = o . 626 EAST WISCONSIN AVENUE 

tion, 1 MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN $3201 FRANCE e ITALY e SPAIN 
— 
\ 
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. tr: W . Ve ” ‘ This “Big Bertha” for making 27”’-36” pipe 
A recent break-through in manufacturing tech- Pipe made by this new method is formed under 
niques now makes it possible to horizontally immense pressure...a great deal more than 
extrude Dickey pipe in all sizes...4- through could be applied with a vertical press. As a 
36-inch diameters. Formerly, all but the larger result, clay compaction is far greater and the 
sizes were made this way. Big pipe was formed pipe quite literally resembles a rifle barrel. 
ona vertical press. In the near future, these new ‘ . . 
extruders will be installed in all Dickey plants, | For more information about this new break- _ W. S. DIC KEY 

through in manufacturing techniques, contact 
What does this improvement in manufacturing your Dickey salesman or any of these Dickey 
mean to you? It means the pipe you get from offices. Birmingham, Alabama; Ft. Dodge, lowa; 
Dickey has greater density, superior strength, Kansas City, Missouri; Meridian, Mississippi; 
and excellent dimensional uniformity. In short, St. Louis, Missouri; San Antonio, Texas; Texar- 
the pipe exceeds the most rigid specifications. kana, Texas-Arkansas. CLAY MFG.CO. 
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WE PROBABLY HAVE A PLACE 
HI! I’M & CAMPUS FOR YOU .. . YOU KNOW, WITH 
RECRUITER FROM CHALLENGE , OPPORTUNITY, 

CONOCO. ADVANCEMENT. 

7 > / You RECRUITERS MUST 
iC a Cc QO TO THE SAME “TRAINING , 

YEAH ? WELL I/M SCHOOL... ADVANCEMENT 7 
A WOR W GRAD & CHALLENGE ? 

52> ? y Do, >. Yuck! 

u f 

JUST FROM U OF W ALONE CONOCO'S NOT JUST SERVICE 
CONCCO NEEDS ENGINEERS STATIONS. WE'RE IN PETROLEUM, 
IN ALL FIELDS, CHEMISTS, COAL, PLANT FOODS, CHEMICALS *.. 
BUSINESS GRADS, YES, BUT DO YOU WADT| IN 29 COUNTRIES . 
MATHEMATICIANS , “ ME FOR ME? WHAT'S YOUR SPECIALTY ? 

/ qd I MEAN , SOMETIMES 7 
CE GQ] THERE'S 4 CRED- © ‘e WELL , To TELL 

| IBILITY GAP WOH YOU THE TRUTH ... 
rl Us ) ALL THIS ) 

y =~~/ OPPORTULITY JAIZ. 7 

MW) Pp 

SY 

a 2 ) (eq ee iL @ ® 

I MAJORED 
IN PICCOLO. 
7 

Z 

(Jans) v 
I G) 

Who knows... we may form a company band. 

_—— “Where do you go from here?” 

IClO|N\O|c\O) See your 
Seeking Graduates all degrees placement 

e ENGINEERING officer. 

SCIENTIFIC bot 

O BUSINESS Recruiting 
Continental Oil Company MARCH 

COAL / CHEMICALS / PLANT FOODS / PETROLEUM / NUCLEAR 12 =13 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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| ine work assi t MIAO @ IIa TUS 

. A Job without responsibility 
3, A“9 to 5” atmosphere 

F ! ine. 

At FMC Chemicals, growth in sales volume has been unprecedented in recent years. 

Everybody has contributed to this growth . . . through research, manufacturing 

innovation and unique marketing techniques . . . the result of new ideas, resourceful- 

ness and hard work. Would you fit in a team like this? If so we have a challenge 

unequalled in the chemical industry. 

We need people for: With disciplines in any 
Sales Engineer of the following: 
rocess Engineering . 

Maintenance Engineering Chemists—B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Design Engineering Chemical Engineers—B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 

5 : ‘A 1 Engineers—B.S 
Industrial Engineering Mechanical Eng : 

Mining Eneesting industial Enyineere- BS 
Project Engineering Electrical Engineers—B.S. 

At these locations: 
Sales Nationwide 

Research and Development Princeton, Carteret, N.J. 
Baltimore, Md., Middleport, N.Y. 

Manufacturing Buffalo, N.Y. S. Charleston, Nitro, W. Va. 
Vancouver, Wash. Modesto, Newark, Calif. 
Green River, Wyo. Pocatello, Idaho 
Carteret, N.J. Baltimore, Md. 

Lawrence, Kansas Bayport, Tex. 

Would you like to learn more about how you can contribute to FMC’s progress? 

e Write to Recruiting Manager, Industrial Relations Dept. 

een 633 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
@® An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Our Interviewer Will Be On Campus On: 
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Chemical engineers... 

Mechanical engineers... Polygon and 

Evaluati 

need of by JoAnn Albertson 

. 

wate r IS On alternate Tuesday evenings, the 22 engineers com- 
prising Polygon Engineering Council convene to discuss 

t rm i n to pertinent campus problems. Early last fall, Polygon sent 
u g five engineering students to the first Big 10 Engineering 

Conference at the University of Michigan at AnnArbor. 
A ua-C hem The delegation, headed by Polygon President George 

q Doremus, came back “fired up” with various ideas bor- 

rowed from other universities. Probably the biggest 
“thing” they brought back was course-instructor evalu- 
ation, which has been in existence on the UW Engineer- 
ing campus for a number of years. But the evaluation 
idea they brought back is much bigger. From the Uni- 
versity of Illinois came a “book” of critiques on instruc- 
tors and courses. And this is what Polygon has in mind 
for the University of Wisconsin. 

h Id t 9 Of course, course-instructor evaluation is really not 
S ou n you . original. WSA did this on a small scale last spring, and 

had plans to enlarge it this year. Polygon’s current Presi- 
dent, Jay Walters, then WSA senator, introduced an 
amendment to the WSA reform bill to set up a Course- 
Instructor Evaluation Committee in WSA. This bill calls 
for an all-university evaluation to be published in the 
spring. To carry out the evaluation in Engineering, Poly- 

Permanent positions are now open-in gon set up its own evaluation committee, headed by 
research an evelopment, project 7 2 e evaluati € engineeriie. design and service enei- George Doremus, to get the evaluation started. 
neering. At Aqua-Chem you’ll grow in The Polygon committee drew up and tried out several 

a a and full oF oromiss types of evaluation forms at the end of the first semester 
ial a you assume increasing re- in several test classes and will choose the best for general 
sponsibility in seawater desalting and aay i ys Bat ss - sine, te a pollution control technologies. You'll use during the spring. The form chosen for general use 
enjoy personal rewards from the start: will then be set up so it can be computer processed. 
Op wages, profit sharing, li = g ake Hye: thisscort ‘ SEK Z ; eee Gnd holiday “schedules. eenerous Around 12-weeks time this spring, all courses and in- 
family insurance protection that in- structors will be evaluated, and results compiled. The 
cludes major medical. The career you “ac. ea 2: ‘ted in tet 5 ener: 5 ic] want i8 af Agua-Chem, Find out ahout results will be reported in terms of general trends which 
it by contacting Aqua-Chem, Box 421, will be given to the WSA committee for publication with 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. the all-university evaluation. 

d Bees 
\ 

Aqua-Chem Ine. 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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f ight. But not h dios f i youre right. but no ome radios tor music, news, 

h d llins d weather and sports. Collins does... 

* Supply communication/navigation equipment for more 
ihan 750%. OF the world’s. commercial airliners CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: @ Product Design and Development ¢ 

Ys : Field Support Engineering © Electronics Research @ Data Operations 
* Provide voice communication systems for all U. S. © Programming and Systems Analysis @ Purchasing ® Accounting @ 
space flights. Systems Design Engineering ® Manufacturing @ Technical Writing © 

Process Engineering ® Integrated Circuitry Design @ Microelectronic 

* Rank as the largest independent producer of micro- Thin Film Design ® Reliability Engineering © Quality Engineering 
wave systems. MARKETS AND PRODUCT AREAS: ¢ Aviation Systems @ Broadcast ® 
¢ Design and manufacture computer systems for airlines, Specialized Military Systems @ Telecommunication ® Microwave 

railroads and many other military and industrial organiza- © Space Communication © Computer Systems @ Amateur Radio 

tions around the world. : ; : 
* Serve as prime contractor on NASA’s worldwide Apollo Collins representatives will visit more than 100 campuses 

tracking network. this year. Contact your College Placement Bureau for 

* Design and install complete earth stations for satellite details. Or you may send your resume, in confidence, to 
communications. Manager of Professional Employment, Collins Radio Com- 

* Rank as one of the world’s leading manufacturers of pany, Dallas, Texas 75207; Cedar Rapids, lowa 52406; 

commercial broadcast equipment. Newport Beach, California 92660; or Toronto, Ontario. 

Today, Collins continues liversify | g Ys indies [6 diversity by BULing added COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 
emphasis on a new data concept: complete computer 

controlled manufacturing processes for industry. What JEN 

does this mean to you? It means that electrical, mechan- COLLINS 

ical, and industrial engineering and computer science 5 

graduates are finding assignments that challenge their — 

ingenuity in activities ranging from microminiaturization 

to airborne computers an equal opportunity employer 
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wisconsin’s finest oe 

. ° We v4 el CCU in aris (ae 

photos by Norman Frater | 7 cE, | 

i js a. : 

- F : . Cindy Harris is a Junior in Zoology, brunette, 
; We 5’ 7” tall, blue eyes; a combination that engi- 

& _. neers really appreciate. Outside of classes, 
4 oe a | Cindy enjoys working at the genetics lab in the 
a a ¥ . : Q * . Tf : % ‘ zoology research building. She is determined 

7, 4 oe to be a scientist and can even make roasting a 
“Ee, i ee hot dog over a bunsen burner look professional. 

ke nf ‘ a * 

4 we 

es Ae Now a Madisonian, Miss Harris originally came 
ee ae 4 a from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. She does not = — y > 

ss ~ er however, claim to have had a part in the found- 
eu S. 5 7 i ei eae Se ing of that city. During the summer, she takes ae a ‘ ~~ oS . to Lake Mendota, sailing the Horizontal II. 

Das ~ 4 . . 

a Now, in the dead of winter, chances are that 

. no b she might be found out on the slopes as Cindy 
Soy e> is also an avid skier. 
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The Corps of Engineers is also the most professional, dam construction, navigation and flood control projects, 

and the most active engineering/construction group. construction of hospitals, family housing, manufacturing 

For the engineer who wants to be where the FF ° e plants, missile sites—you name it! This is the 

action is, the opportunities to take part in new, ngineers: organization for the engineer who wants to do 
more advanced, extremely ° e things, plan things, become in- 

chalienging engineering’ PFACTICE YOUF PFOFESSION vied. siow— staring. riah 
construction projects will be ~ now. If you're a doer, and you 
virtually limitless. The Corps” with the largest want to be where the action 
activities today include the e ° e is, write to us today. We'll 
broadest sweep of  pro- tell you all about the advan- 
fessional demands — water engineering /construction tages of a civilian career 

resources development, huge h Id with the Corps of Engineers. ° * group in the world. 
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An equal opportunity employer 
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f= JOKES 

“Wanna sell that horse?” Judge: “So they caught you with A report being circulated in 

“Sure I wanna sell the horse,” this bundle of silverware? Whom Munich has it that a thief recently 
the farmer replied. did you plunder?” broke into the chief propaganda 

“Can he run?” Thief: “Two fraternity houses, office in the Russian Sector of Ger- 

“Are you serious? Watch.” your honor.” many and made off with the com- 

The farmer reached over and Judge: “Call up the downtown plete results of next year’s elections. 

slapped the horse on his posterior _ hotels, sergeant, and distribute this re 

and the animal went galloping stuff.” 
away. As the horse reached full ee “Halt, who goes there?” 
speed, he ran smack into a tree. “American” 

cls he blind?” the buyer gulped. “It's not just the work T enjoy,” “Advance and recite the second 
Hell no,” the farmer said easily, confided the bus driver. “It’s the : : Chee C 

Wiis is z Pe verse of the ‘Star Spangled Ban- 
he just don’t give a damn. people I run into. ner” 

“T don’t know it.” 

Did you hear about the Chemis- The astronomy professor was lec- “Proceed, American.” 

try student who spent two days at turing. “I predict the end of the —— 

the lumber yard looking for his world in fifty million years.” 
draft board? “How many?” cried a frightened Engineer on telephone: “Doctor, 
ar voice from the rear. come quick! My little boy just 

“Fifty million years.” swallowed my slide rule.” 

“Number, hell,” yelled the drunk “Oh,” said the voice with deep Doctor: “Good heavens, man, I'll 
into the pay phone. “I want my relief, “I thought you said fifteen be right over. What are you doing 

peanuts.” million.” in the meantime?” 

OO TO Engineer: “Using log tables.” 

Chief: “When anything goes “Did you make it home from the 
wrong around the house I always _ party all right last night?” ; 
fix it.” “Yes, thanks; except that just as The Industrial Engineer died after 

Wife: “Oh, yeah? Since you fixed I was turning the corner, some many years of faithful service, and 

the clock, the cuckoo backs out and drunk stepped on my fingers.” his company arranged an elaborate 
asks ‘What time is it?” oe funeral. The pallbearers were carry- 

ee ing the casket out of the church 
Advice to exhausted students: when suddenly the coffin lid popped 

Chemical Engineer (moaning at | When wine, women and song be- open. The expert sat up and snapped, 
the bar): “It’s terrible, the cost of | come too much for you, give up — “If you put rollers under this thing, 
living has gone up to $4.18 a fifth.” _ singing. you can lay off four men.” 
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in the next few years, 
= a 

. Bechtel engineers will be: 
OO 
CONTINUING TO LEAD IN NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT 

ane 
HELPING TO CONTROL POLLUTION 
eee 
SOLVING MASS TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS 
a 
PROVIDING MASTER PLANNING FOR URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

ne 
SERVING INDUSTRY WORLD-WIDE AS DESIGNERS, CONSTRUCTORS, AND PROJECT MANAGERS 
i allegiance. Poetic eneeneenanimnnnmi ene nnan nO 

. . 

what will you be doing? 
Bechtel Corporation has been a world leader 

in Engineering, Project Management and Con- 

struction for two thirds of a century, serving 

industry and government in such areas as 

conventional and nuclear power, metallurgical 

processing plants, refineries, chemical and 

petrochemical plants, pipelines, various hydro- aaa Tia canta 

related applications, mass transportation faci- ee iil ee 

lities, and land use and development. eC an or a 2 

Bechtel engineers provide complete profes- “ a ee — 

sional services, from economic feasibility ae ssasuaisiimimmmm«m«::in a : + 
studies and conceptual estimates to design, jamaa a | Ct we S © 
construction and pre-operational plant testing : Me | = 4 ' — 

and start-up. Ye ce  . iA 

Bechtel encourages and supports continuing x a ; 

education and professional development. In- New | . | 

ternal technical and management development Pea oS Yo i | . i 
programs provide the engineer with maximum : > Vi ' 

opportunity for personal and professional de- Js a \V j 

velopment. A tuition refund plan and profes- if , iy vk r 

sional fee reimbursement program are also | j — - 4 , 
provided. fo ~~ Ff sa — 

If you are a Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, | "men 7 age * cs | 
Chemical, or Nuclear Engineer and want to | ru AEN a P| 
learn more about a career in engineering and meer ee . 
design, conceptual estimating, or construc- a A SEE 
tion, see your college placement officer or | | ORAS Ay 

David E. Ripley 

, College Relations 

; Bechtel Corporation 

50 Beale Street 
San Francisco, California 94119 

Bechtel is an equal opportunity employer. 

Bec htel Corporation Engineers and Builders for Industry 

SAN FRANCISCO »* Los Angeles * New York * Houston * Washington, D.C. 

CANADIAN BECHTEL LIMITED, Ontario * Alberta * British Columbia * BECHTEL FRANCE S.A., Paris 

BECHTEL INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, The Hague * BECHTEL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, London * BECHTEL PACIFIC CORPORATION LIMITED, Melbourne 
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NO comet! ne luc: Your ambitions may lead you close en,’ eS - 
e ‘ a | A to the cutting edge of the state of the . ee F 

= s ys art in your profession, whether it’s = use| ) 
» a industrial, chemical, mechanical, or i oa 
ON ges ae electrical engineering. In the set of 
a / ictures on the left you see the en- — Pp y 

pew ined lune Ge vironments of some Kodak chemi- “Joined June '63 

: sting oes cal engineers, for example, who have ii 
i a“ Pegi a not drifted away from chemical en- = _ | 

—_—a 2. gineering. : AO 
Heat a) F —— The other column shows the work a ay 
4 faa oo — environments of other real Kodak 5 

> fh | lL chemical engineers who have chosen fe wk 
7a. “SS to broaden out into work more in- Wy iis 
a | bot iS 5 : a y do 
rae a volved with people, as in adminis- , 4 

a) eh Peep. ie im 
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Dan Johnson has a flair 
for making things aking things. 

Just ask a certain family in Marrakeck, Morocco. At GE, Dan is working on the design for a remote 

A solar cooker he helped develop is now making life control system for gas turbine powerplants. Some day 

a little casier for them—in an area where electricity is it may enable his Moroccan friends to scrap their solar 

practically unheard of. cooker. 
The project was part of Dan’s work with VITA Like Dan Johnson, you'll find opportunities at Gen- 

(Volunteers for International Technical Assistance) eral Electric in R&D, design, production and technical 

which he helped found. marketing that match your qualifications and interests, 

Dan’s ideas have not always been so practical. Like Talk to our man when he visits your campus. Or write 

the candlepowered boat he built at age 10. for career information to: General Electric Company, 

But when Dan graduated as an electrical engineer Room 801Z, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

from Cornell in 1955, it wasn’t the future of candle- 10022 699-33 

powered boats that brought him to General Electric. 

It was the variety of opportunity. He saw opportunities 

in more than 130 “small businesses” that make up Gen- G E N E R A L B E LE C T R | C 

eral Electric. Together they make more than 200,000 

different products. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)
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